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Abstract
According to Traditional Chinese Medicine “acupuncture is believed to restore the balance
between Yin and Yang” and this can be understood in the Western medicine terminology as a
“modulation of the equilibrium between parasympathetic and sympathetic activity”. The vast
majority of studies concerning the mechanisms of action of acupuncture have been conducted
on its influence on pain, and it has been proposed that acupuncture may indirectly relieve chronic
pain by its effects on autonomic nervous system function. Several studies have shown that
acupuncture recruits brain networks involved in the integration of multiple other brain functions:
for example, the limbic-paralimbic-neocortical network, which plays a major role in modulating
the affective dimensions of pain processing and the integration of emotional, sensorimotor,
autonomic and immunological functions. It has been recently proposed that mechanical signaling
through the connective tissue, along with transmission of the matrix deformation through the
fascial system network, can explain the therapeutic effect of acupuncture. This model of
acupunture, which involves the transduction of mechanical signals through the connective planes
and produces a secondary involvement of neurophysiological mechanism, appears to fit very
closely to the ancient model. It is also compatible with the proposed neurophysiological
explanation. Furthermore, it appears to be fruitful also in manual therapy approaches. Drawing
on the basis of the “Fascial network hypothesis of meridians”, in which there is an overlap
between the channels network described by Traditional Chinese Medicine and the newly-defined
fascial system, I propose an intervention through a combination of acupoints that have been
selected due to their relationship between “extraordinary acupuncture channels”, the myofascial
sequences described by Stecco, and the emotional and adaptive function as contemplated by a
psychosomatic model used in posturology. This intervention is aimed at treating both stress and
postural imbalance.
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In fact, it has been shown that changes in
parasympathetic nervous activity, as measured by heart
rate variability (HRV), correlate with the amount of “deqi sensation” (tingling, numbness, heaviness or other
feelings that occur during acupuncture session) upon
mechanical manipulation of the needle.3,4 Several studies
have shown that somatic afferents from the skin and
muscle, induced by sensory mechanical stimulation
trough the needle insertion, are involved in the control of
various autonomic function trough the somatoautonomic reflex mediated by the nucleus tractus
solitarius (NTS), primary brainstem relay for visceral
information, by their projections to the dorsal motor
nucleus of vagal (DMV) and to the rostral ventrolateral

In the contest of Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM),
acupuncture has been practiced for over 3000 years
demonstrating clinical effects on a wide range of
disorders. "Acupuncture is believed to restore the balance
between Yin and Yang” which, translated into the
western medicine terminology, can also been understood
as the “modulation of the imbalance between
parasympathetic and sympathetic activity”.¹

Acupuncture and neuroscience: from reflexology to
limbic neuromodulation
For this reason, acupuncture has been proposed to treat
stress-related diseases through modulating the imbalance
between the sympathetic and parasympathetic activities.²
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medulla (RVLM), whose neurons provide drive to the
sympathetic preganglionic neurons located in the
intermediolateral nucleus of the spinal cord.1,5-7 Indeed,
acupuncture has been proposed as a useful therapy to
activate the vagal anti-inflammatory pathway in the
brainstem⁸, confirmed by neuroimaging studies in the socalled “acupoint-brain-organ theory“.⁹ The vast majority
of studies about the mechanism of action of acupuncture
has been conducted on its action on pain, but it has been
proposed that acupuncture may relieve chronic pain
basically trough its indirect effect on the autonomic
nervous system.10 The quantitative relationship between
number of manipulation inducing de-qi sensation,
increased parasympathetic activity measured by heart
rate variability (HRV) and the positive correlation with
alpha, gamma and delta power at EEG measurement,
suggest that autonomic changes induced by manipulation
of the needle are mediated trough higher central nervous
system, especially trough the forebrain, and are
beneficial to relieve chronic pain by inhibiting
sympathetic nervous activity, through descending
pathways on autonomic nervous system.10 A great
number of human neuroimaging studies, dramatically
increased since 2000, have reported cerebral
hemodynamic responses in the somatosensory and motor
areas, basal ganglia, cerebellum and limbic system
during acupuncture stimulation at acupoints, compared to
stimulation at nonacupoints,¹¹ with a strong relationship
between decrease of the hemodynamic responses in the
medial pre-frontal cortex (mPFC), anterior and posterior
cingulate cortex, amygdala, hippocampus and
parahippocampus,
hypothalamus,
parasympathetic
activity measured by heart rate variability (HRV) and the
de-qi sensation, while it has been shown an increase
activity in the insular cortex.12,13 Comparing with the
“acupoint-brain-organ theory“ these studies have
confirmed that acupuncture recruits brain networks
involved in the integration of multiple brain functions:
the limbic-paralimbic-neocortical network, which plays a
major role in modulating the affective dimensions of pain
processing and the integration of emotion, sensorimotor,
autonomic and immunological functions:14 the
autonomic nervous system activity changes are induced,
trough de-qi sensation, by the deactivation of several
emotional areas in the higher brain, instead of a somatoautonomic reflex involving the brainstem. Indeed,
acupuncture may mediate its effects on pain, anxiety and
stress-related diseases via deactivation of the limbicparalimbic-neocortical circuits, brain areas that are
overlapping with the “default mode network” (DMN),
which is also recruit by acupuncture stimuli.15,16 As seen,
in the western medical research concerning the
mechanism able to explain the therapeutical effect of
acupuncture, the majority of models are based on the
systemic mechanism involving the nervous system, but
there isn’t a global overlap between the anatomy of the
peripheral nervous system and the distribution of the
“channels” described in the TCM. In addition, two

experimental studies have shown different functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) activation pattern in
the brain induced by stimulation of different acupoints in
the same spinal segment, while acupoints on the same
“channel” had shown similar activation/deactivation
patterns, although non belonging to the same spinal
segment.17,18 On this basis it seems that the
neurophysiological model is only a partial explanation to
address the whole mechanism of action of acupuncture:
in the next paragraph I propose a review of the literature
regarding the “fascial network hypothesis of meridian” as
a more integrated model useful for this purpose.

From fascial network hypothesis of meridians to
fascial neuromodulation
According to the recent “task force” Fascia
Nomenclature Committee (FNC) of the Fascia Research
Society (FRS)19, in the fascial system definition they’re
flowing morphological and functional properties of the
connective tissue, related to a “network interacting,
interrelated, interdependent tissue forming a complex
whole, all collaborating to perform movement”.20 The
definition ultimately proposed is: “three-dimensional
continuum of soft, collagen-containing, loose and dense
fibrous connective tissue that permeate the body…such
us adipose tissue, adventitiae and neurovascular sheaths,
aponeuroses, deep and superficial fascia, epinerium, joint
capsules, ligaments, membranes, meninges, myofascial
expansions, periostea, retinacula, septa, tendons, visceral
fasciae, and all the intramuscular and intermuscular
including endo-/peri-/epimysium. The fascial system
interpenetrate and surrounds all organs, muscles, bones
and nerve fibers, endowing the body with a functional
structure, and providing an environment that enables all
body systems to operate in an integrated manner”.21
According toTCM, acupuncture points are linked
together in a network of “channels” through with flows
“meridian qi”22 and, despite the definition of this
“channels” remains elusive (NHI Consensus Statement
1997), there are several studies supporting the anatomical
and functional correspondence between the meridians
network and the fascial system network.23-27 In one of
these papers23 the Authors proposed a model of
anatomical and physiological equivalents between TCM
and the so called “Fasciology”, related to yin-yang
doctrine28, suggesting relationship between: meridians
and connective tissue plan, acupuncture points and
convergence of connective tissue plan, qi and energetic
phenomena, (including movement, metabolism,
signaling and information exchange), meridian qi and
biochemical/bioelectrical
signaling
trough
the
connective tissue. Ancient acupuncture texts describes 12
principal meridians running longitudinally along the
surface of the body, as well as deep internal branch of
each meridian, reaching internal organs, and many other
systems of meridians, connecting the whole body as an
integrated sum of physiological, physical and emotional
functions.22 It has been proposed that mechanical
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interoceptive unmyelinated afferents, with a very low
mechanical threshold, represent about the 80% of the
afferent nerves.31,32 The fMRI studies revealed that
stimulation of these fibers results in activation of the
insular cortex instead of the primary somatosensory
cortex, after taking synapses in the lamina I, strongly
connected with the sympathetic cell columns, and in the
parabrachial nucleus of the brainstem, strongly
associated with the activity of amygdala and
hypothalamus.33-38 The anterior limbic insular cortex is
linked in an emotional network with the cingulate cortex,
for the motor and behavioral expression of emotions, and
for self-recognition.39 These studies strongly confirm the
neuromodulation property of the mechanical stimulation
of the fascial tissue, not only induced by acupuncture, but
also trough manual therapy, (such as in shiatsu, tuina
massage, fascial manipulation and osteopathy), because
of the fascial receptivity to pressure31,32 and the role of
the touch into the interoceptive and limbic pathways,
including the default mode network. 40-43

Table 1. Extraordinary vessels and master points.

CV -

LU7

YinHV -

KI6

TV -

SP4

YinLV -

PC6

GV +

SI3

YangHV + BL62

BV + GB41 YangLV +

TE5

Clinical application for stress and posture: a
proposal for a postural neuromodulation protocol

signaling through the connective tissue, and the
transmission of the matrix deformation along the fascial
system network, can explain the therapeutic effect of
acupuncture.29 There is a relationship between the
“needle grasp” phenomena, which follow the contraction
of fibroblast surrounding the needle after manipulation,
and the “de-qi” sensation with it’s propagation along the
channel, which is consistent with the stimulation of the
sensory mechanoreceptors and with the wave of
stimulation along the planes of connective tissue
filaments.23 The downstream effect induced by this
matrix deformation, including activation of signallingtransduction pathways, cellular polymerization and
changes in gene expression, with effects on blood flow
and cytokines synthesis, may result in a long-term
modulation of the activity of sensory afferents inside the
connective tissue (whose sensitization is involved in
many chronic diseases, such us neurogenic inflammation
and chronic pain) and/or changes in central synapses,
indeed in a neuromodulation cascade that follows the
processing of the mechanical sensory stimuli.23 A model
that involves signal transduction through connective
planes,
with
secondary
involvement
of
neurophysiological mechanism explaining the effect of
acupuncture, is very similar to the ancient TCM model,
and it is also compatible the proposed neurophysiological
model. The TCM model’s description of the so-called
“Biao-Li connection” between the skin and deeper
structure of the whole body, operated by the 15 “Luo
channels”, that run in the “space between skin and
muscles”22 is consistent with some recent suggestion
concerning the neuroanatomical organization of the free
endings fibers, located in the membranous layer of the
superficial fascia, and connected with deeper
physiological substrates that regulate the homeostatic
emotions and the sympathovagal balance.30 These

The term “posture” indicates the position of the body in
space and has the purpose of maintaining the body in
balance, during the dynamic movements and stasis.
Several factors contribute to the posture, including
neurophysiological, biomechanical and psychoemotive
factors, linked to the evolution of the species.44,45
Posturology is the way to study the posture from different
points including: a neurophysiological model, based on
the study of postural tone and balance functions; a
biomechanical model, that analyzes the relationship
between body attitudes and gravity and that studies the
organization of the myofascial chains in relation to
complex mechanisms antigravity; a psychosomatic
model,36 that analyzes the relationship between the
defense and adaptive function of myofascial chains to
environmental stress during childhood.46,47 I believe that
neurophysiological and biomechanical aspects of the
posture are not distinguishable from the emotional
development of the character,48 because of the role that
the stress system plays in regulating body physiology in
a survival function and its capability to induce brain
plasticity.49-52 I believe that the global phenomen of
“posture” represent the sum of the emotional,
physiological and muscular adaptation to the external
(gravity) and internal load during the early stages of life.
According to the postural myofascial sequences acting on
sagittal, frontal and transverse planes described from
Stecco,27 I like to distinguish three different typology
based on the three-dimensional synchronic adaptation of
the myofascial chains, trough chronic tone increase, to a
specific childhood distress: 1. an asymmetrical hypertone
of deep chains consequent to a deficiency of skin-to-skin
contact and breast feeding during the first year of life, in
the so-called “schizo-oral character”. 2. an hypertonic
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Fig 1. Course of the eight extraordinary channels,
the acupoints from which they are composed,
their master points and the associated points
with same polarity.

Fig 2. Course of the eight extraordinary channels,
the acupoints from which they are composed,
their master points and the associated points
with same polarity.

Reproduced with permission from Marcelli
S. Daily qi-flow circuit. Copyright © 2016
www.geneticacupuncture.com

Reproduced with permission from Marcelli
S. Daily qi-flow circuit. Copyright © 2016
www.geneticacupuncture.com
TCM theory, “if the ordinary channels are like rivers
running through the body, the extraordinary channels
represent the tiny currents of water that run between the
grains of the soil and between the roots of plants”.60
Indeed, like the postural myo-fascial sequences (Stecco’s
definition) influence the single myo-fascial units
(Stecco’s definition), “extraordinary channels” are a
separate system that influences the ordinary channels,
even in terms of fetal neuroembryologic development:
they are the original vessels during gestation, existing
from the moment the first cell divides60, being proven to
exist by 8 week post conception61, and ending their
development at 7 years old, when ordinary channels start
to been structured.62 The ontogenetic development of the
“extraordinary meridians” appears strongly closed with
the development of proprioceptive sensibility and with
the training stages of character described above. Others
links between “extraordinary vessels theory” and the
psychosomatic interpretation of the posture like
described above are represented by their role on
controlling muscular chains on the respect of their
emotional and adaptive functions. For example the
channel called “thoroughfare vessel chong mai TV” is
linked with ancestral muscles, such us the rectal
abdomen, the iliopsoas and the spinal muscles, but has a
branch reaching the eyes and a descending branch
reaching the feet, that are both crucially addressed in

anteropulsion, mediopulsion and intrarotation sequences
like a consequence of a continuous punitive distress, in
the so-called “masochist character”; and 3. an hypertone
in retropulsion, lateropulsion and extrarotation sequences
in the case of a continuous boost to the competition, in
the so-called “narcissist character”. Some studies have
reported balance and postural changes after acupoints
stimulation53-56and authors have compared myofascial
chains with TCM’s “ordinary meridians”.24,27,57 On the
basis of the posture definition suggested above, in this
proposal I would like to suggest that myofascial postural
sequences described from Stecco27 are better represented
by TCM “extraordinary vessels” instead of the “ordinary
meridians”. According to TCM, “extraordinary vessels”
represent a complex network regulating and integrating
the “ordinary channels”, having functions of “balance left
and right, up and down, front and back, inside and outside
of the whole body”.58 “Extraordinary vessels” are
frequently used to the treat at the same time neurological,
psycho-emotional and muscular diseases, and the
constitutional issue of the patient, because they represent
the deep expression of the emotional history and of the
character style, with his self-defense mechanism, that
follows all the childhood experiences shaping the
personal way of adapting to the evolutionary stress: it has
been proposed that treatment based on “extraordinary
vessels” can increase self-recognition.59 According to
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posturology.45,48 Also the so-called “belt vessel dai mai
BV” channel has an action on ancestral muscles, but it’s
used to relieve tensions on the lateral muscles of the legs,
like the “yin heel vessel yinqiao mai YinHV” and “yang
heel vessel yangqiao mai YangHV” vessels, that control
the tone of the intrarotation and extrarotation muscles of
the legs, respectively.58 In my proposal there it’s an
overlap between postural sequences describes by
Stecco27 and the “extraordinary vessels”: anteropulsion
relates to the “conception vessel ren mai CV”,
retropulsion with “governor vessel du mai GV”,
mediopulsion with “yin link vessel yinwei mai YinLV”,
lateropulsion with “yang link vessel yangwei mai
YangLV”, intrarotation with “yin heel vessel yinqiao mai
YinHV” and extrarotation with “yang heel vessel
yanqiao mai YangHV”; while “thoroughfare vessel
chong mai TV” and “belt vessel dai mai BV” both have
an action on the ancestral muscles linked at the vertebral
column. How to use “extraordinary vessels”? According
to TCM, there are 8 “extraordinary vessels”, 4
characterized by a negative polarity “yin” (-) and 4 by a
positive polarity “yang” (+) and there are 8 “master
point”, one for each channel, that “opens the whole
channel”.58 These channels are never used alone but
always coupling 2 “master point” opening channels
because of an overlap of areas influenced by 2 channels;
the coupling can been chose between channels with the
same polarity or with opposite polarity, like in Table 1.
Figures 1 and 2 (reproduced with permission from
Marcelli S. Daily qi-flow circuit)63 show the course of the
eight extraordinary channels, the acupoints from which
they are composed, their master points and the associated
points with same polarity. How can we choose coupling
combination to respect an action on the threedimensionality of the standing posture and together in
relationship with the emotional representation of the
posture? It has been proposed that the couple “CV and
YinHV” is related with the psychological tendency to
“carry a weight” and with an exaggerated sense of
responsibility, such us in “masochist character”, while
the couple “GV and YangHV” is related with an
explosive self-affirmation, like in the “narcissist
character”.62 Indeed, the classification proposed above in
3 different typologies can be helpful for this
understanding. In the so-called “masochist character”,
basing on the relationship with muscular sequences seen
above, we can pair all the “yin channels” together as
follows: KI6 Zhaohai and LU7 Lieque bilateral, SP4
Gongsun and PC6 Neiguan bilateral, working, at the
same time, on the anteropulsion, mediopulsion and
intrarotation sequences. In the “narcissist character” we
can couple all the “yang channels” as follows: BL62
Shenmai with SI3 Houxi bilateral, and GB41 Linqi Piede
with TE5 Waiguan bilateral. In the so-called “schizo-oral
character” we can combined couple presenting same
polarity together with couple characterized by opposite
polarity, choosing the “master points” based on the
asymmetrical hypertone of the sequences on the three

space plans, but coupling the feet points with the arm
point presenting same polarity in the contralateral arm,
useful to have an action on the torsional chains.

List of acronyms
DMN - default mode network
DMV - dorsal motor nucleus of vagal
EEG - electroencephalographic
fMRI – functional magnetic resonance imaging
FNC - Fascia Nomenclature Committee
FRS - Fascia Research Society
HRV - heart rate variability
mPFC - pre-frontal cortex
Names of meridians and points - according to 1993
World Health Organization Standard Nomenclature
NHI - National Health Institute
NTS - nucleus tractus solitarius
RVLM - rostral ventrolateral medulla
TCM - Traditional Chinese Medicine
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